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Opening Ceremony
Welcome to Country
With the sound of the digeridoo playing in the background,
Corrina from Wathaurong Aboriginal Co-Operative performed
the traditional Welcome to Country. She honoured ancestors,
family and community and the spiritual connection. The
digeridoo was played by Norm.
Elica Petrovska
Vice-Chairperson Local Reference Committee
Elica on behalf of the Local Reference Committee, welcomed
everyone to the conference and hoped they would have a great
time.
Mr Kean Selway
Chief Operating Officer, Deakin University
Kean welcomed the delegates to Deakin University and
said how proud they were to be able to support the
Having a Say Conference for the past 13 years. He also talked
about how they were supporting people with disabilities with
the addition of the Changing Places Accessible Toilet at Deakin
University.

Mayor Stephanie Asher
Mayor of Geelong
Mayor Asher welcomed the delegates to the City of Greater
Geelong and outlined how Geelong Council is working to make
Geelong an inclusive community and 100% accessible for all
members of the local community and visitors.
Arthur Rogers
Disability Services Commissioner
Arthur talked about how important it is for people to meet and talk
about having a good life and that this means different things to
everyone. Reflecting on the history of the Disability Services
Commissioner (DSC), he spoke about their key message - it is OK to
complain and that the highlight for DSC was attending the Having a
Say Conference each year. He thanked everyone for travelling with
the DSC.
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Martin Hoffman
CEO, National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIA)
Martin talked about how the NDIS will support people with a disability
and how they will improve things to make the NDIS simpler and easier
for people. He also talked about who and what the NDIS supported.
Every Australian needs peace of mind that they will get the support
that they need.
Martin asked people to give feedback to the NDIS, good and bad as this
will help to make the NDIS better for everyone.
Judy Huett & Sonia Hume, Inclusion Australia
Australia on the World Stage
Judy and Sonia talked about their experience in Geneva talking to the
United Nations Committee on Australia’s performance against the
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) . What
they learnt from the UN Committee can be used by organisations in
their self advocacy work.
The CRPD says that Member States like Australia must report to United
Nations Committee every five years on their progress against meeting
the requirements of the CRPD. Australia signed the Convention in
2008. This means that the Australian government said it would make
sure that people with disabilities are treated equally with everyone
else. People with disability have the same rights as everyone else
about how we live and are part of our community.
Rachel Fisher
Winner of the 2019 Red Faces Talent Show
Rachel is from NSW and as the winner of Red faces 2019, she earned
the opportunity to perform at the Opening Ceremony. Rachel sang ‘8’
by Billie Eilish as she played the ukulele.

Thanh Nguyen
Visitor from Vietnam
Thanh dressed in her native costume to perform a traditional
Vietnamese dance to a song called ‘Vietnam My Homeland’ .
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Tuesday Plenary
The Hon. Luke Donnellan MP
Minister for Child Protection Minister for Disability, Ageing
and Carers
Minister Donnellan talked about the importance of self-advocacy and
advocacy to support people with disability to be treated the same as
everyone else and to promote inclusive communities. The Victorian
Government wants all people with disability to be able to participate in an
inclusive community including having their own home and getting a job.
Minister Donnellan congratulated VALID for all the work it does to support
people with disability.
Samantha Taylor
Registrar, NDIS Quality and Safeguards Commission (QSC)

Samantha talked about people with disability having the rights
to receive good quality services and to be safe. She also said
that it is okay to speak up The QSC supports people with
disability, workers and providers and sets the rules for providers around
safety and quality. They also set the Code of Conduct that providers and
workers have to work to. If your provider or worker are not doing the
right thing it is important for you to contact the QSC and tell them.
Remember it’s Your Rights, Your Support, Your Control.
Matthew Buckingham & Grace McNally, Ambulance Victoria
Ambulance Victoria Community Hero Award Winner
Ambulance Victoria awarded the Ambulance Victoria Community Hero
Award to Matthew in recognition for his actions in potentially saving the
life of a co-worker.
One day Matthew realised his fellow volunteer, Bobby, was having a
stroke, after noticing his co-worker's speech was slurred and incoherent.
Matthew notified his supervisor who called emergency services. He then
made sure that the ambulance had clear access. He also ushered others
away from the scene before comforting and reassuring them.
Ambulance Victoria had their first Accessible Forum in 2019 and the
outcome was their first Disability Action Plan that focused on how to be
respectful, work together and use good communication to meet the
needs of people with disability.
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Closing Ceremony
Dan Stubbs
Victorian Disability Workers Commissioner
Dan talked about the new Victorian Disability Workers Regulation
Scheme. Once again Victoria is leading the way as the scheme is
only available in Victoria. Registration is voluntary and workers need
to meet the regulation standards. Registered workers will receive a
certificate. There will be rules for disability workers to follow and
will be consistent with the NDIS Worker Screening. You can make a
complaint about any disability worker in Victoria. If they don’t
follow the rules they can be suspended. If you would like more
information you can contact the Victorian Disability Workers
Commissioner by email: info@vdwc.vic.gov.au

Leah Scott
Chair of the conference Local Reference Committee
Leah thanked everyone for coming to the conference and hoped
that they had a good time. She wished them a safe journey home
and invited them all to return for the 2021 Having a Say Conference.

The closing ceremony also included:
Red Faces Finals performances and presentation of the prizes
to the three finalists (see page 14)
Presentation of the Pentland - Banfield Self Advocacy Award
(see page 10)
Presentation of the Robert Martin Award (see more page 10)
Announcement of the winners of the Barbara Donovan Art
Competition. The Senior Practitioner, Frank Lambrick
presented the winners with a certificate and cash prize (see
page 11)
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On the couch with Heather
Open mic is an important part of the conference as it gives people the opportunity to
go on stage and talk about things that are important to them. People can share their
stories, dreams and goals and why they like coming to the conference. Delegates were
invited to sit on the couch with Heather and share their stories and experiences of
being at the Having a Say Conference.
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Dinner Disco
The Dinner Disco was held on the water at
The Pier on the Tuesday evening of the
conference. The theme for the evening was
celebrating 21 years of the conference and
people dressed up for the occasion. It was a
fun-filled night with delicious food and
dancing.
A big thank you to the band ‘Un-Limited’ for
another fantastic night of dancing and a fair
bit of singing along too! The Un-Limited
band members are pictured on the front
cover photo with some of the 550 disco
crowd.
Thank you to Elaine Valentine and volunteers
for all the hard work they did decorating the
tables to make the dinner disco a special
night for everyone.

Dinner and Chat
The ‘Dinner & Chat’ was held at the Wah Wah
Gee Restaurant, the Guest Speaker was Mary
Mallett, CEO of Disability Advocacy Network
Australia (DANA).
DANA supports organisations in every state
and territory that work to promote and
advocate for the rights of people with
disability. With the advent of the NDIS
independent advocacy is even more
important in assisting people to have true
choice and control, and ensure that their
rights are respected and honoured as they
navigate a new system.
Thank you to the Disability Services
Commissioner for sponsoring the Having a
Say Conference dinner.
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Awards
Sir Robert Martin Award
Sir Robert Martin is one of the leading
international self advocates from New Zealand. He
led the charge to close institutions in New Zealand
and took the fight all around the world. In
recognition of Robert’s achievements, VALID
sponsors the annual Robert Martin Award.
The award was presented to Tara Elliffe. Tara was
selected for her commitment to closing
institutions, she also represented people with a
disability by reading a statement to the Royal
Commission in Sydney.

Pentland - Banfield Award
Doug Pentland and David Banfield were members
of Reinforce which was the first self advocacy
group in Victoria and Australia. Doug and David
were pioneers of self advocacy and they both had
a passion and commitment to see improved
support for all people with an intellectual
disability. VALID and Reinforce started this award
at the conference to honour the contribution that
both Doug and David made. Thank you to Deakin
University who has sponsored this award for the
past three years.
Associate Professor, Patsie Frawley presented the
award to Sonia Hume from Speak Out Tasmania.

Family Empowerment Award
The Family Empowerment Award is awarded to a
family member who has ‘stood beside’ their
family member and advocated for their rights to
obtain appropriate support, community inclusion
and a good life.
Dariane McLean presented the Family
Empowerment Award to Bruce and Brenda
Sherman for supporting their daughter
throughout her amazing life.
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Barbara Donovan Art Competition
The Having a Say Art Competition has been named in remembrance
of Barbara Donovan’s work for people with disabilities over the past
50 years. Barbara passed away in 2019. Barbara was a Life Member
of VALID and other Geelong organisations. She has volunteered at
the Having a Say conference for over 10 years.

The Barbara Donovan Art
Competition is proudly sponsored
by the Office of Professional
Practice. All winning art works will be displayed in the foyer
of the Office of Professional Practice.
There were five winning artworks selected,
three conference delegate and two nonconference entries. The Senior Practitioner
Frank Lambrick presented the winners with a
certificate and cheque.

Happy by
Kristie Newcombe

On the street where I live
By David Waterhouse

Family, Friendship, Community Life
By Ben Chew

A Purple Society By Brianna George

My Family and My Dogs
By Rebecca Hell
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2020 Art Competition
The artists:
Alex McInnes
Brady Freeman
Caitlin Wright
Cameron Vertch
Chiranthi Munasiri
Christos Timotheou
Darren Patterson
Dianne Gallagher
Douglas Farquar
Erica Lawrence
George Macaronis
Ian Scamp
James Dezilwa
Jason Horton
Jeremy Grant
Kate Keeves Davies
Kyle Adams
Kylie Scott
Leonie Nunn
Lisa Brigham
Louise Spencer
Malcolm Page
Matthew MacKay
Melinda Hewitt
Melissa Bath
Melissa Kent
Michael Bonyhady
Molly Kroes
Neville Byrne
Rebecca Makrow
Rebecca Scibilia
Robyn Grak
Robyn McPhee
Rosemary Sheppard
Samantha Weerasekera
Sarah Veli
Steve Canning
Susan Meadows
Tom Leembruggen
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Red Faces Talent Show
The Red Faces Auditions were held at the Sphinx
Hotel on the Monday night. The venue was buzzing
with excitement as the sixteen acts performed, the
crowd dancing and singing along. The judges at the
auditions were, Sadat-Jon Hussain, Kylie Fisher and
Elicia Petrovska, vice-chair of the Local Reference
Committee.
The three finalists performed at the closing ceremony
in Costa Hall. The judges Sadat-Jon Hussain, Frank
Lambrick and Leah Scott had a hard time deciding
who would be the winner.
First prize was awarded to Sarah Wilson and Daniel
Tandy from genU - Karingal, St Laurence for their
performance of Brad and Janet from the Rocky
Horror Show.
Second prize was awarded to Mary Nickson for her
dancing performance.
Third place was awarded to BAM Arts Inc. for their
performance of Mash Up, dancing and singing.
Thank you to management and staff at the Sphinx
Hotel for another great night.
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Red Faces Auditions performers
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Having a Say and Our Choice Expos
The Having a Say Expo was held in the
foyer of Costa Hall with the Our Choice
Expo located in the mezzanine area.
The expos provided information about
community activities and the choices
available to people with disability.
The 90 exhibits included a range of
services for all ages, including
equipment, community and disability
supports.

Exhibitors
1800 Respect - Medibank
4GR
AAA Play
Absolute in Home Care
ACARES
AHP Disability & Homecare
All Access Holidays
AMAZE
Araluen
Aruma Support Services
Australian Financial Complaints
Authority (AFCA)
Barwon Disability Resource
Centre (BDRC)
Better Rehabilitation
Bright Sky Australia
Care Choice
Care Solutions Australia
Carers Victoria
Chris & Julie’s Respite Farm
City of Greater Geelong
Clickability
Club Mates Travel
Cerebral Palsy Support Network
Deakin University
Easy Tech Living
EDGE Community Services
Encompass Community Services
Energy & Water Ombudsman Vic
Everyday Independence
Freedom Motors
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Gateways Support Services
GenU
GenU Enterprises
Good Directions
HACSU
Hireup
Home Share Melbourne
iDareU
Inclusion Australia
Independent Disability Services
Kaiko Fidgets
Leisure Networks
Leisure Options
Life Without Barriers
Mable
Mercy Health
National Disability Support
Partners
National Occupational Therapy
NDIA Engagement
NDIS Quality & Safeguards
Commission (QSC)
National Disability Services
Nexxt
Office for Disability
Pacific Vision Intl
Palliative Care Victoria
Pathways to Care
People Outdoors
Plan Partners
Prestige In Home Care

Public Transport Ombudsman
Real Care Community Support
Services
Remedy Healthcare
RIAC
Ripples N Tonic
Scope
Secure Housing Australia
Sensory Connect
Solve Disability Solutions
State Trustees
Staydry
SWEP
Tandem
The Companion Group
The Good Meal Company
Tri State Games
Trusted Travel
VALID
Victorian Electoral Commission
Victorian Legal Aid
Victorian Nurse Specialists
Villamanta Disability Rights
Warner Institute
WA’s Individualised Services
WCIG
Who Cares? We Care?
William Ready
Women with Disabilities Victoria
Yooralla
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PLATINUM
SPONSOR
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Performances
Ants Pantz and Thumbs Up Band:
Connecting the World: “Smoke Signals to
Smart Phones”
The Northcote Rebels Band
The GoBand: Goulburn Options: “A Good
Life Rocks”

Mambourin “Doing Me First”
The Sugar Bells Band: Scope
Bam Arts Inc: “A Good Life?”
Drumming Circle - for all abilities
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Presentations and Workshops
VALID8
Self Advocacy
Empowerment
Capacity Building
Outcomes
VALID8 self advocacy team:
William, Sara, Anthony, Susie,
Andrew, Zoe, Jenny and Greg.
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Because there is no greater safeguard than when people with
disabilities speak up for themselves

…and we listen and act
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Building Real Employment For People with an Intellectual Disability!

“Simply Making Work Better”

The VALID Employment Team
Andrew, William and Liz
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VALID Self Advocacy Networks
The VALID Self Advocacy team talked about what happens at the
Network meetings.
The VALID Self Advocacy Networks started in 2001.
There are currently four Networks with over 250 members.
Network meetings are held each month.

Aims of the Network Meetings:
To help people learn self advocacy skills.
Give people a chance to speak up in their community and service.
To connect with other people and services in their community.
A forum where Network members can find out about new things.
If you would like to join one of the network meetings email Sara or Anthony for more
information: sara.de@valid.org.au or anthony@valid.org.au
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Guest Speaker
Every meeting we have a Guest Speaker to talk about a topic that we
want to know more about.

New Business
Providing information to members on training, conferences and
other important items.

Correspondence
We talk about things happening in the local community.

Information Sharing
Network members have the opportunity to talk about things that
they have done, places they have
gone to and things that are
important to them.
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Future Housing Solutions
Is the SDA the only option for housing?
Many people with intellectual disability have been assessed as not
eligible for SDA (Specialist Disability Accommodation). So where are they going to live?!
A panel provided information on how they work with the SDA Providers to develop and
provide tailor made living accommodation for people with significant behaviour needs or
high physical support needs. The discussion talked about new initiatives for building new
housing for people who miss out on SDA.

Panel members
Justin Nix, Guardian Living
Justin talked about the aims of Guardian Living and their
projects to tailor ‘Robust SDA’ for people with
significant behaviour needs. He also talked about
initiatives for the 94% of NDIS participants who are not
eligible for SDA.
Penny Manning, resident & owner of an SDA property
Penny has used SDA to purchase her own unit which is a
‘high physical support’ SDA.
Elly Stewart, parent of SDA resident & SDA provider to her
son
Elly has worked with providers to develop an ‘improved
liveability’ SDA house for her son and two other young
men. The benefits of the house have been clear within a
few months.
Graham Allen, Grayllen Pty Ltd., SDA provider
Graham talked on behalf of three families who have
purpose built a high physical support home for five young
ladies in 2017 and have taken on the role of SDA provider.

For more information about the NDIS Specialist Disability
Accommodation you can download a copy of the booklet:
The top 10 things to know about SDA, from the VALID website
using the following link:
https://www.valid.org.au/top-10-things-know-about-ndis-sda
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Partnerships & Possibilities: working together to create
inclusive Communities (VALID Community Development Team)
VALID’s Community Development team came together to present work from four of our Peer
Action Groups that have achieved some good outcomes for people with disabilities in their
local communities through partnering with local community groups and
organisations.
Safe Crossing Project Ann Hutchinson and Lisa McLeish presented the
work the Pakenham Peer Action Group did to have a pedestrian crossing built
on a busy road between the main transport hub and the major shopping centre
in Pakenham. The group organised a petition, lobbied local councilors and
involved local businesses and aged and disability support agencies in their
campaign. After about 15 months, the City of Casey council installed a new
pedestrian crossing. The Pakenham Peer Action Group hosted a celebration with the
Cranbourne and Frankston Peer Action Groups at a park next to the crossing as part of the
International Day of Persons with Disability in early December and marked the occasion by
getting everyone to walk across the crossing like the famous picture on the Beatles Abbey
Road album.
Ballarat Access Awards - Mark Thompson presented the work of
the Ballarat Working Together Group who conducted a year long
campaign to promote better access and inclusion across Ballarat.
The Ballarat Working Together group built on the first years trial of
the Easy Access Report Card. Increased participation and awareness
raising about accessibility issues across the region were positive
outcomes of this project supported by a number of local businesses, community groups and
local government. Awards were presented at the annual International Day of Persons with
Disability celebration event.
Frankston Peer Action Group - Ann Hutchinson and Mary Nickson
presented information about the Friendship Project that they are
setting up with a grant from Gandel Philanthropy. This project is
being developed in response to the need for social connections and
friendships especially evenings and weekends. Peer Action Group
Leaders and members of several community organisations have set
up a working group to make this happen.
Banyule Peer Action Group - PAG Group Leader, Luke Nelson,
and Lucy Holden, Coordinator of the Watsonia Neighbourhood
House, talked about a number of projects and events that have
come from this partnership. This has involved Fantastic Flicks
movie events about disability issues, community forums on straws
and sustainability and employment and other community events.
This partnership is being used as a model with other Neighbourhood Houses around Victoria.
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Our Voice Committee
is a
committee of

More information:
www.inclusionaustralia.org.au
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Feedback
A very big THANK YOU to you for putting on the best disability Conference I have ever
attended. It made me proud to know there are people like you in the world.
“This is the first event where I have truly seen equality and all people given opportunity
to be involved. Hats off to you for your equality, Innovation of services and for truly
supporting all people.
I hope in the future this conference will be mandatory for all support workers working in
the industry to attend at least once every few years particularly those working for large
organisations where the culture needs change and updating on what humanity and
equality is and what It looks like. Beyond sad in this day and age this is still the case.
Many thanks again for allowing me to attend the dinner to hear the speaker. I am very
grateful. Thank you again for all you do, give and share. You make a difference! Yeh!
To jog your memory a photo of me with you plus a couple of photos of some of the top
speakers I was so lucky to attend and hear their insights. I’ve learnt so much. I’ve come
home on such a high. I’ve learnt how to do things even better and met some wonderful
people. Awesome event thank you.
Happy wishes with much gratitude. Bernadette Dimitrov
I felt it was necessary to let you know that we had the most lovely experience on the way
back to Melbourne from Geelong today.
A lovely young man introduced himself to us on the V-Line 3.47pm service from Geelong
station. He was visually impaired and had been to the event at Costa Hall over the last
three days. He was with his carer, who was also very pleasant. Damian was very chatty,
said I had a lovely voice and was it OK if he chatted to us.
He couldn't stop saying that the event had been Awesome. Your organisation had
obviously made a huge impact on him.
He said goodbye to us at Southern Cross station and thanked me for letting him chat.
I hope you get positive feedback from other people who have attended or are aware of
the Geelong event. Keep up the good work.
Regards, Ruth
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Thank you to our Volunteers
AN extra special thank you to all the people who volunteered their time during the
conference, especially those who took time off from their paid work so they could
help out!

The volunteers….
Adrienne Vandeneisen
Alain Nguyen
Alyssa Holohan
Amanda Scott
Amber Ashby
Amelia Broughton
Ash Ward
Ben Wilson
Bernard Petter
Bianca D’Aquino
Brooke Boyle
Brooke Johnson
Carolina Castillo
Casey Robinson
Cate Mansfield
Cathy Stevens
Charli Sargeant
Claire Mahney
Dale Alsford
David Moodie
Diane Hard
Elica Petrovska
Eliza Charters
Erin Adams
Fay Agterhuis
Frankie Gardner
Ginny Eddey
Glenn Van Dord
Gwen Coburn
Heather Mates
Jason Green
Jen Jackson-Hall
Jessica De Grandis
Joanne Hall
Joanne Page
Joanne Ruiu
Jodie Nicks
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Josie Cohen
Josie Malley
Joyce Schroeter
Judy Hawkins
Judy Kelly
Karen Kerr-Chapman
Kate Bowman
Katherine Rhodes
Kathryn Egan
Kathy Cameron
Katie White
Kirra Pendlebury
Kulsin Siripaisankul
Laura Freak
Leah Scott
Leanne Barnes
Leanne Brown
Leigh Kirby
Leith Condon
Lil Bowden
Maree Nichols
Maree Skiadas
Margot Symon
Marianna Codognotto
Max Fletcher
Meg Stewart-Snoad
Melanie Boswell
Melissa Roma
Michael Brown
Monique Santuccione
Nat Fleming
Natalee Anderson
Natalie Raghaven
Neva Law
Nicole Kent
Nicole Spehar

Nina Whitton
Olivia Smith
Pauline Hryniewiecka
Pauline Risoli
Penny Harris
Peta Fensham-Cobb
Peter Abbey
Peter Bright
Petrina Dakin
Philip Waters
Polly Hammerton
Rebecca Griffiths
Rebecca van Abel
Rhett Preston
Robyn Fletcher
Sam Hein
Samantha Dooley
Serina Wong
Shelley Stolk
Sheryl Boyle
Sienna Croxford
Simone Stevens
Stephen Scott
Sue Sunder Rajah
Susan Ball
Susan Formby
Tamara Reinisch
Tasha Haran
Ted Cooper
Tim Forbes
Todd Davies
Tracee Stamboulis
Upasana Amatya
Vanessa Thomas
Virginia Wiggins
Vjay Dasam
Yvonne Green

Thank you, Come & Try Facilitators
VALID would like to thank all of the facilitators for their support in making
this year’s Come and Try activities such a huge success:
AFL Football, AFL Victoria, AFL
Barwon and Leisure Networks
Badge making, Pauline Risoli
Bush Walking, Changing Tracks
Colouring in for Adults, Anna &
Susan Ball
Creative Writing, Scope
Dream Catcher, Mel & Robyn
Fletcher
Fishing, Surf Coast Fishing and
Outdoor Sporting Club
Gentle Tango, Pamela & Richard
Jarvis

Hair and Make-up, Melanie Watson
Harley Rides, Unique Trike Tours
Indoor Adaptive Games, Tri State
Games
Jewellery, Mel & Robyn Fletcher
Karaoke, Kylie Fisher & Samantha
Dooley
Limousine Rides, Hot Rod Heaven
Soccer, Anthony Risoli
Speed Friendship, Jon Slingsby
Travel Talk, Woodbine
Walking, Volunteers

VALID staff members, Liz and Linda
selling the conference t-shirts.
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Thank you to our Supporters
Thank you to all the individuals and organisations that supported the Having a say
Conference to make it another great event!
City of Greater Geelong - supporting
the Local Reference Committee

Paul Dunn - Official photographer at
the conference

dal - delicious morning and afternoon

Sphinx Hotel - Red Faces Auditions
The Pier - for supporting the
Dinner Disco
Tourism Greater Geelong and the
Bellarine - conference bags and
publicity
Un-Limited - entertainment at the
Dinner Disco
Upstage Sound - the disco light and
sound show

teas and amazing catering staff
Deakin University Event Staff - Great
support with running the conference
DSC - for providing volunteers
DHHS - for providing volunteers
Elaine Valentine and volunteers decorations at the Dinner Disco

NDIA - Barwon and National
Offices for volunteers supporting
the conference
OPP - for providing volunteers
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Video Essentials - Conference DVD

Thank You to the LRC
Local Reference Committee (LRC)
Special thank you to the members of the Local Reference Committee for all their hard
work during the year.
Community Members
Angus Bannister, Peter Abbey, Brooke Boyle, Maree
Nicholls, Leanne Barnes, Elica Petrovska (ViceChairperson), Leah Scott (Chairperson), Simone Stevens,
Eliza Charters and Elaine Valentine
Women With Disability Barwon Group
Lynne Foreman
City of Greater Geelong
Chary Carlyon
VALID Inc.
Kevin Stone, Christine Scott, Anthony Risoli and
Sara De Grandis
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VALID is a not-for-profit organisation managed by a voluntary
committee. Committee members include people with disabilities and
parents.
VALID is funded by the State Government to provide advocacy support
to adults who have an intellectual disability.
VALID also runs programs to empower people with disabilities and
families, such as self-advocacy training, peer action groups and the
Having a Say Conference.
For more information contact VALID by:
Telephone:

03 9416 4003

Fax:

03 9416 0850

Post:

130 Cremorne Street, Richmond 3121

Web:

www.valid.org.au

Email:

office@valid.org.au

Having a Say havingasay@valid.org.au

Visit the Having a Say conference
Facebook page
@VALID_Inc
valid_inc
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